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What is the 
“problem” with 
Penile Cancer?
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Few cases in Europe and USA but 
very important in some countries 

like Brazil and Paraguay!



Work by Cubilla

Dr Antonio Cubilla



Our “knowledge” is limited and can 
potentially be biased as we do not 
have warranty that the information 
from high incidence areas can be 
translated to  Europe or USA!



Too few cases/year for any 
institution which means:  “we 
treat the few guided by what 

others do who just treat a few 
more cases than us!”



2002



Supraregional networks for 
Penile Cancer in UK

12 centres for penile cancer work (10 in England and Wales, 2 in Scotland)

Incidence of penile cancer in UK is 1-2/100.000 per year(approx 600 new cases)

Recommended that each team serves at least 4 million population with 25 cases minimum

Organ sparing techniques with reconstruction more widely available (radical and partial 

penectomy performed less often)

Inguinal sentinel lymph node surgery introduced

Use of mega-blocks for interpretation of anatomical boundaries

Annual meeting in London for penile cancer histopathologists/clinicians

EQA/RCPath dataset (3rd ed 2015)



7.5 million habitants

150-200 major procedures 

per year

Over 800 cases in file



Benefits from Supraregional 
networks for Penile Cancer



How “HPV” is 
Penile Cancer?
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33% HPV



Does this value 
reflects “our”

reality?



#37 non-HPV

#46 HPV

2018

= 55%



Over the last decade in the UK (between 2004-2006 
and 2014-2016), penile cancer AS incidence rates for 

males increased by 13%.



It is plausible to think that 
HPV related penile cancers will 

be the most prevalent in the 
next decade! 



Caveats…



Problems on 
HPV Penile Cancers

HPV

erminology



L.A.S.T. and 

WHO
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American Society for Colposcopy and 

Cervical Pathology

The L.A.S.T. project



Cervix, Vagina,Vulva, 
Penis, Anus, Perianus

All
HPV

All
equal

CIN, VaIN, VIN, AIN, PeIN …

ALL

Different …

Pathology



Cervix, Vagina,Vulva, 
Penis, Anus, Perianus



The L.A.S.T. project



Behind L.A.S.T. was not only 
a“Semantic” standardization but 

also a “Musical” note …



LSIL

HSIL

C..

Va

V..

Pe

A..

in

in

in

in

in

123

123

123

123

123

The …

“Semantics”



The …

“Music”

TOUCH There may be players for whom 

touch and assault are synonymous…The pianist can 

indeed assault the piano and, for good measure, the 

composer and the public…To avoid 

misunderstandings: it is perfectly possible to play 

vigorously and forcefully without ramming the 

sound through the keys like a knife.



With L.A.S.T. clinicians would be able not to 
“assault” the women with HPV… 

They can follow-up them “vigorously and 
forcefully” without aggressive therapeutical 

procedures in many cases!



HPV and Cancer

≠ progression rates … 



The L.A.S.T. project



L.A.S.T./Vulva

LSIL (condiloma planun/HPV)

HSIL (usual type VIN/HPV)

VIN differentiated (non-HPV)



WHO

2014

“L.A.S.T.” was endorsed by
the last WHO classification



WHO

2016

But not “for men”…



Still based in “classic H&E 
histopathology” …



We can evaluate “HPV” 
by a reliable and easy IHC 
marker: 

p16



ID-HPV = p16

positive + negative -



ID-HPV = p16



“our results indicated a 
concordance between HPV and 
p16INK4a status and this 
observation may have 
diagnostic and prognostic 
implications” Am.J.Surg.Path. 2011



p16 not done 

= HPV ???



Audit on p16 on 
PeIN (2016/18)

Only 31%
had p16



Why it should 

be routine?



#METOO

Lobby for HPV 
Vaccine in boys!



Because an “unknown” % of 
Penile Cancers of the Squamous 

Cell Carcinoma NOS are also 
HPV related!



Further clarification 
needed for HPV in 
Penile Cancer



Why is this 

relevant?
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Lessons from the 

“others”



HPV Vulvar Cancer

HPV Anal Cancer

HPV Oropharynx Cancer

The …

“Others”



What can we 
learn from 

them?



Less Radical Surgery

Use Chemo-radiation

Different TNM system

Better Outcome

The …

“Others”



HPV and Prognosis



The way 
forward …
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From a 

Pathology
perspective …



IN-SITU PENILE CANCER
Questions to be answered …

1. p16

2. L.A.S.T./WHO

3. Follow-up



WHO Classification of Tumours 
5th edition

1.HSIL
2.LSIL
3.Differentiated

PeIN



LS-PeIN HPV+ LSIL p16 (?) 



INVASIVE PENILE CANCER
Questions to be answered …

1. “HPV” adjustment

2. Improving “prediction”



Dissociate 
morphology 
from 
aetiology

“HPV” adjustment



1. Tumour “Budding”

2. Immune landscape

3. Grade: HG vs LG (?)

4. TNM: Siscca (?)

Improving “prediction”



The percentage of G1 tumors assigned 
ranged from 8.6 to 52.5 %, G2 tumors 
from 27.1 to 72.6 % and G3 tumors from 
11.7 to 48.7 %. Only some observers 
assigned G4 with a range of 0.6–21.9 %. 



Improving “prediction”



Low-grade SISCCA p16+ …



From a 

Clinical
perspective …



IN-SITU PENILE CANCER
Questions to be answered …

1. HPV status. LSIL?

2. Follow-up. Invasive?

3. Therapy. Which?



Are HPV related lesions “really” 
different?



INVASIVE PENILE CANCER
Questions to be answered …

1. Who needs SLNB

2. Who needs Lymphadenectomy

3. “Personalised” therapy



This study shows that histologic grade and LVI are independent 

predictors for occult metastasis. Although both predictors are 

incorporated into the current high-risk EAU guidelines, the 

stratification of patients in need of a lymph node dissection is 

inaccurate. Most of the penile cancers in this study (n = 245; 72%) 

are classified high risk according to current EAU guidelines. The 

23% incidence of micro-metastatic disease in these high-risk 

patients is relatively low. Strict adherence to EAU guidelines 

would have led to negative bilateral inguinal lymphadenectomy in 

77% (n = 188 of 245) of the high-risk patients. 



Micro-metastases were found in 9 cases (18%), mean diameter 1.00mm 

(0.2-2.0mm). Completion ILND was performed in 7 of these cases (78%). No 

further positive nodes were noted in the completion ILND specimen. There 

were 0 local recurrences with a mean follow-up of 33 (12-76) months. In the 

two cases not undergoing completion ILND following positive 

identification of micro- metastases, one had isolated tumour cells and had 

no evidence of recurrence at 11 months. The second patient developed 

progressive disease from the contralateral side. Patients undergoing SLNB 

that shows micro-metastases are unlikely to have further disease in 

completion ILND samples, and unlikely to have local recurrence. However, 

it is not yet possible to recommend avoiding completion ILND in such 

patients. eUROGEN will work towards a large multicentre study to answer 

this important question.



Tis versus T1 versus T2 …

Staging and MRI



From a 

Research
perspective …



PENILE CANCER
Questions to be answered …

1. HPV role

2. “OMICS”

3. New Models (PBX)

4. Biobanking



Genomics
Penile Cancer



But H&E is still 

a “special stain” 
…



Clinical Case

72 yr-old male 

with induration 

of the penile 

shaft



Clinical Case
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